Introduction
Crowd-funding is a way of helping people of ideas to get fund to put their ideas into practice [1] . There are some famous and well-developed websites in America such as KickStarters and Crowdcube. Lots of supporters help experiencing product and service in early stage and then customers can make decisions whether they will take part in the project or not.
In China, Taobao crowd-funding, as the biggest electric commerce in China, takes full advantage of its abundant users. However, both of them are not such suitable for college students for their diversity. Considering the differences between America and China, this paper propose a platform to help college students find their suitable way to develop themselves. We provide service for college students such as fund, techs, and etc.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the motivation why we make such a website and the comparison between different crowd-funding websites. Section 3 presents solution to design our website. Section 4 is the conclusion of the platform.
Motivation and Comparison
Crowd-funding, which typically involves collecting small amounts of money from a large number of people, is a new label for an activity that has a rich history in many domains. For example, one of the largest crowd-funding projects to date is Eric Migicovsky's e-Paper Watch that integrates with an Android or iPhone-even though its original goal was $100,000, the project eventually received contributions totaling over $10.2M in 37 days from over 65,000 backers [2] .
But the same model in America is completely not suitable for China for the poor foundation in the country. First, we cannot deny the quality, creativity and team level of project is far from the leader. Second, it is hard for most platforms to realize the translation from online to offline [3] . Based on what is mentioned above, we decide to design such a website to service college students to achieve the translation from dream to practice.
Know yourself and know your enemy, you will win every war. We do some surveys at home and abroad and make a form as follows. Table. 1 typical crowd-funding websites at home and abroad After analyzing the form, we found that most websites aimed at multi-products and requested experienced people. As a result, that is not suitable for college students. They need certain guidance to perfect themselves. We believe that whether success or not, people build business today will do better in the future. In other words we are not incubating the projects but incubating the people who will lead the market in the future.
Solution
People do not buy what you sell they buy why you sell. As college students, how can we make our project success? First, from the point of idea, we suggest paying main attention to its quality. Because everything of the project has to be made public and bad quality is really a terrible thing. What's worse, the project lacks creativity. Second, do not emphasize the function of the project too much. Just as what Jobs said, most people do not simply support the project but your value and moral quality. Third, what is most important is that do not forget taking advantage of your resources as aundergraduate. Public outreach is at the forefront of crowd-funding proposals, and cultivating early connections with a wide audience often determines the success of individual funding drives [4] . We can speak out our project from our friends by social networks.
Next is the technical architecture of our website. We apply MVC (model view controller) to divide view layer and business layer to make it more logical and clearer. Thinkphp framework make the website powerful in extensibility. Database adopts MySQL.
A. Main implementation process of the system. It shows the action of the users after logging on the website, including weather he executes the action or not and what action he can make. 
function diagram
When it comes to the time design for the project to collect enough money, on the one hand, the time should be long enough to form momentum, on the other hand, the time ought to be short enough to bring confidence to the supporters. Based on those, 30 days around is just suitable .
Also, the project package accounts for a large part during the whole process. It is reported that project with introduction video collects 14% more fund compared to the project without package [5] . Well, most Chinese do not have the ability of packaging the project. Five, updating information regularly not only promotes the connection with supporters deeply but make them to translate your project to other acquaintances. Finally, show your thanks to your supporters by e-mail, thus making supporters have the feeling of being taken seriously, which usually be ignored by Chinese people. What mentioned above seems insignificant but the key of the success of crowd-funding.
Conclusion
We believe in that making crowd-funding widely available to creators with various levels of experience and sophistication can depend on a certain amount of hand-holding and guidance. As a result, we design such a website based on the parent situation of college students in China to help them transfer theory to practice [6] . The main attention of our design is not only to help college students achieve their projects but perfect themselves in the future. Besides, we take full advantage of the data collected from those projects to achieve the transformation of scientific and technical achievements on the basis of their analysis. To provide more professional service to initiators, we cooperate with the top guns in every fields. Up to now, the website is proved to be helpful and creative according to the website traffic and the feedback of college students.
